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Foreword

This resource is designed to covers one aspect of the human reproductive
behaviour component of the ‘evolutionary explanations of human behaviour’
section in the Module 4 of the AQA specification A for A level Psychology.
When it comes to evolutionary explanations of human behaviour most
teachers that we have spoken to are fascinated by the topic but, like us, are
without the time to discover more and so are reluctant to try new topics.
Curriculum 2000 added new areas to the specification that are controversial
and promote lively debate. We hope that this pack can be used in multiple
ways to help teachers to address this interesting topic.  Depending on their
preferred teaching methods, teachers might like to use this pack to promote
discussion, for question and answer sessions, for student presentations,
debates, and in a variety of other ways.

While there is plenty of material on parental investment this pack addresses
five examples of human behaviour related to reproduction and sexual
orientation; namely, rape, adultery, female promiscuity, homosexuality and
jealousy. These areas are not well covered in the psychology text books and
so the pack aims to rectify this. Each area has a brief introduction entitled
‘Background Notes’ and then a short discussion of evolutionary
explanations for the particular behaviour. It then offers a number of
seemingly similar behaviour patterns that can be found in animals.

We are both full time teachers of A level Psychology. With the help of a DfEE
bursary and an ASAB grant we were able to produce this pack.  We would
like to thank Victoria Braithwaite, Gillian Brown, Michael Dockery and Kevin
Laland in helping us with this booklet. John Eggett for the sketches, our
student Stephen for the cartoons and ASAB for providing the photographs.
our headteacher at Cramlington Community High School, Derek Wise for
allowing us the time out of school to make this possible and most
importantly our partners for looking after children.
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SECTION A

TEACHER RESOURCES
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1. SUGGESTIONS FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

1(a) TOE DIPPING – introducing the topic

Students will need a working understanding of Darwinian principles.

• Students could write a 200 word paragraph on the processes of natural
selection and sexual selection. Then ask students to underline 10
keywords, then rank these in order of importance 1-10. This would then
form the basis of a class or pair-share discussion with students
justifying their ideas. Next, ask the students to draw a small picture or
symbol that illustrates Darwin’s ideas.

 
• Students could prepare a role-play in which one student takes on the

role of Charles Darwin and the other student is either a contemporary or
a Victorian interviewer. Both students could prepare a biographical
account including Darwin’s main theory and an evaluation of his work.

 
• Split up the keywords (a glossary of terms is provided in the pack)

amongst the class to get working definitions and then using all the case
studies ask the students to see if they can find an example of each in the
case studies. You could even have the case studies displayed around
the room or enlarged on coloured paper and laminated as posters.

 
 1(b) PADDLING – getting to grips with the topic
 
 The case studies provide a good basis for thinking skills lessons.1

 
• Students could be given the case studies to read through and classify in

any way they see fit. This could be initially a solo activity and then
students could justify to another student why they have classified the
case studies as they have. The next stage might be to work in pairs. Ask
the students to classify the case studies into particular behavioural
categories (jealousy, adultery, rape, homosexuality, female promiscuity).
The pairs could then be joined into groups of four to discuss and justify
their classifications again. This could then lead to a class debrief.

 
• Divide the class into five groups and give each group one of the topics

including the background notes. Get the students to write the following
headings on a piece of paper to form a chart with five columns:
behaviour, evolutionary cost/benefits, evidence in humans, evidence in
animals, evaluation. This is then the expert group. This information
needs to be fed back to the rest of the class. One way is via home
groups, where one member from each of the expert groups joins
together with one member from each of the other four expert groups to
form five home groups. Another is through presentations to the whole
class using an OHT, PowerPoint or sugar paper.
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 1(c) IMMERSION – developing understanding and being critical
 
• One way to bring out all the ideas would be to hold a class debate. We

would suggest dividing the class into two and having each side present
arguments for or against a statement. (The questions for discussion on
the following pages could be used for this activity.) Each side could
present their arguments and then take a number of questions from the
other side. You could invite visitors from other subjects or senior
teachers to act as arbiters.

 
• An alternative could be a court case using a few fictional or historical

characters whose behaviour could illustrate these contentious topics.
For instance, Jack the Ripper as an example of a rapist, Othello or Ruth
Ellis as examples of sexual jealousy, Henry VIII as an adulterer, or an
example of promiscuity. The idea would be that different groups would
prepare a prosecution and defence for each character linked to
evolutionary arguments.

 
• Ask the students to draw up a list of the main strengths and weaknesses

of the evolutionary approach to each topic. Then maybe write a 200-word
paragraph, which summarises their viewpoint on whether evolutionary
psychologists have been able to provide a reasoned explanation of
human reproductive behaviour.  A more detailed evaluation of
evolutionary psychology is to be found in this resource which could be
used to develop the students’ powers of critical analysis.

 
• Collect articles from newspapers and ask the students to write

evolutionary explanations of the behaviour. This would be a synoptic link
for Module 5 Approaches section of the AQA A specification.

 
 1(d) DRYING OFF – review
 
• Mindmapping is a good tool to use to draw all the ideas together. For the

uninitiated there are a few rules! You always start with a main image in
the centre of the page which symbolises the topic area. From the main
topic area branches funnel out to form the main points, these branches
then split into smaller sub-branches, which then split into smaller sub-
branches. Mind maps only use key words and are always written in
upper case. The use of colour and images are important and each main
branch and its sub branches should be the same colour. Images make
it personal, fun and more memorable. (Examples can be found on the
Cramlington Community High School website.)2

• An alternative would be a concept map using keywords. One method is
to write the key words around the edge of an A3 sheet and have students
draw links between two concepts and write briefly what that link is along
the line. This can also be colour co-ordinated.
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 2. QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
 
• Can homosexual behaviour be seen as adaptive?
 
• What is the best adaptive strategy for a human female to adopt?
 
• What is the best adaptive strategy for a human male to adopt?
 
• How can rape be viewed as a natural behaviour and at the same time a

barbaric and inhuman act?
 
• Could evolutionary psychology be used as a political tool?
 
• Is evolutionary theory sexist?
 
• If you marry can you reasonably expect your partner to be faithful?
 
• Do step-parents feel differently about their step-children and their

biological children?
 
 SYNOPTIC ISSUES
 
• Is evolutionary psychology the saviour of psychology as a science or is it

just endless speculation?
 
• Can evolutionary psychology be applied to other topics that you have

studied?
 
• Are evolutionary explanations reductionist?
 
• Are evolutionary explanations deterministic?
 
• Do evolutionary explanations exclude the potential for free will?
 
• How useful are comparisons between humans and other animals?
 
• What are the limitations of using evolutionary theory to explain human
      behaviour?
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3. GENERAL QUESTIONS

These questions are generic and could be applied to any of the topic areas.

a) How do evolutionary psychologists explain………….?
 
b) How is ……………. Thought to increase fitness?
 
c) What other explanations are there for …………?
 
d) What are the weaknesses of evolutionary explanations for …………?
 
e) What are the strengths of evolutionary explanations for ………?
 
f) What evidence is there of …….. in animals?
 
g)  Does the occurrence of seemingly similar behaviour amongst humans

and non-human animals support evolutionary interpretations of human
reproductive behaviour?

4. ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Discuss evolutionary explanations of human reproductive behaviour.
 
2. With reference to two or more human behaviour patterns, discuss

evolutionary explanations of human behaviour.
 
3. Discuss the relationship between sexual selection and human

reproductive behaviour.
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5. USEFUL RESOURCES

(a) Texts

Human Evolutionary Psychology
Louise Barrett, Robin Dunbar and John Lycett 2002 Plagrave

Sense and Nonsense: Evolutionary Perspectives on Human Behaviour
Kevin N. Laland & Gillian R. Brown 2002 Oxford

Promiscuity: An Evolutionary History of Sperm Competition
Tim Birkhead 2001 Faber and Faber

The Red Queen
Matt Ridley 1993 Viking

Rise and Fall of the Third Chimpanzee
Jared Diamond 1991 Radius

Evolution, Gender and Rape
Edited by Cheryl Brown Travis 2003 Vintage

Nature via Nurture
Matt Ridley 2003. Harper-Collins

(b) Videos

There are plenty of programmes about animals and wildlife that could be
recorded for use in the classroom to stimulate discussion. It is also
possible to purchase videos; for example you could contact the BBC via their
website for copies of past documentaries.

Trials of Life David Attenborough BBC

Life of Birds David Attenborough BBC

Talking with Animals Charlotte Uhlenbroek BBC

Walking with Beasts Walking with Dinosaurs Team BBC

Walking with Cavemen Robert Winston BBC

Human Instinct Robert Winston BBC
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6. SYNOPTICITY – MODULE 5

Evolutionary psychology is controversial partly because it touches on a
number of on-going debates. This section has a dual purpose. It can be
used to signpost the debates section of Module 5. It can also be the starting
point for a critical evaluation of the case studies.

How does the module 5 ‘Debates’ topic link with evolutionary psychology?

Determinism
While evolutionary theory is not intrinsically ‘deterministic’, many
evolutionary explanations for human behaviour seem to imply that our
genes control or restrict our behaviour. Genetic determinism is the belief
that genes contain blueprints for our behaviour that must always be followed
and that constitute our destiny. However, using evolutionary theory is not the
same as taking a genetic determinist viewpoint, and most evolutionists
would accept that genes represent just one of many influences on human
behaviour.
Reductionism
Like all areas of science, evolutionary biology tries to account for complex
observations in terms of simple processes. Not surprisingly, this has
provoked controversy. For instance, Kimmel (2003) is critical of Trivers’
evolutionary explanations for human reproductive behaviour, which Kimmel
describes as ‘reductionist’. Kimmel portrays Trivers as suggesting “that
males and females have different reproductive strategies based on the size
and number of their reproductive cells. From sperm and egg we get
differences in motivation, intention, perhaps even cognition.”3

Nature/Nurture
For many hundreds of years there have been differences of opinion
amongst researchers as to the relative importance of nature (that is, genes)
and nurture (environment, learning and culture) in shaping human
behaviour. In reality, genetic and environmental influences on human
behaviour are like the raw ingredients in a cake mix, with development
analogous to baking. As nobody expects to find all the separate ingredients
represented as discrete, identifiable components of the cake, so nobody
should expect to find a simple correspondence between a particular gene
and particular aspects of an individual’s behaviour or personality.
Gene-Environment Interaction
If we were to raise individuals of the same genotype under a wide variety of
conditions, we would find that virtually every gene varies to some degree in
its expression depending on the environment.  Ridley summarises the
interaction between genes and environments thus:
“ Genes are not puppet masters or blueprints. Nor are they just the carriers
of heredity. They are active during life; they switch each other on and off; they
respond to the environment. …...they set about dismantling and rebuilding
what they have made almost at once, in response to experience.”4
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Is Psychology a Science? Methodological evaluation

Speculation
 For the critics of evolutionary psychology, a striking feature of many
evolutionary hypotheses for human behaviour is how weak and speculative
is the supporting evidence is. For instance, Rose et al. (1984)5 reconsider
the kin selection explanation for homosexuality proposed by Wilson (1975).6

They point out that, first, there is no evidence that in the past homosexuals
had fewer offspring than heterosexuals; second, the evidence that
homosexuality has a genetic basis is open to debate; and third, there is no
evidence that homosexuals either now or in our evolutionary past help their
relatives to raise offspring anymore than heterosexuals. For these critics,
the fact that there are so many mutually exclusive evolutionary explanations
for homosexuality, as well as for countless other traits, demonstrates how
easy it is to concoct unsupported evolutionary stories.
Interpretation
 One problem with comparing human and non-human behaviour is that of
interpretation. A behaviour maybe seemingly similar but have differing
motivations or causations. See Laland and Brown’s discussion of male to
male mounting behaviour in the section on homosexuality.
Scientific rigour
 Science involves the concepts of hypothesis testing, control, objectivity,
falsifiability and cause and effect relationships. Laland and Brown (2002)
note
 “ Like all areas of science, the work in this field varies greatly in quality. At its
best, evolutionary analysis of human behaviour meet the highest standards,
but at the other extreme we find a sensationalistic ‘tabloid’
pseudoscience.”7

Evaluation Points

Sensationalism/Politics
It has been argued that some theories proposed by evolutionary
psychologists have been influenced by current trends in political thinking at
the expense of scientific and academic rigor. For instance, Brown Travis
(2003) claims this about Thornhill and Palmer’s ‘A Natural History of Rape’:
“ The book represents one of the many publications that play into the cultural
desire to be reassured of fundamental and categorical differences between
women and men. As such, it is part of a larger social construction of gender
politics. It sells and is ‘news’ because the thesis of the book plays a
confirmatory role in cultural models about fundamental, and ‘natural’, sex
differences.”8

Naturalistic fallacy
Just because it appears ‘natural’ doesn’t make it right. In discussing rape
for example, even if rape has evolved as an evolutionary strategy, which is
arguable and controversial, this could not be offered as a defence for a
rapist because rape is not determined by naturally selected genes.  To
argue that ‘what is natural is right’ confuses scientific and ethical issues.
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7(a) Human Behaviour: Rape
 Animal Behaviour: Forced Copulation

 
 
 Background notes
 
 Evolutionary psychologists note that forced copulation occurs in many
animals, equate it with rape in humans and propose evolutionary
explanations for why rape exists. They argue that if we could better
understand the motives of sexual offenders more rapes might be prevented
and perpetrators caught. Critics of these evolutionary accounts suggest
these evolutionary explanations are simple-minded, reductionist and
deterministic. They fear that any link made between human rapists and
seemingly similar animal behaviour would constitute a justification or a
normalisation of an abhorrent and anti-social act, and consequently that any
evolutionary explanation of rape would amount to classifying it as a natural
behaviour. This argument commits what is known as the ‘naturalistic
fallacy’, the mistaken assumption that because certain human behaviour
patterns have evolved this implies that they are ‘right’ or ‘justified’.
Consequently, rape is one of the most controversial topics under
discussion by evolutionary psychologists.
 
 Some evolutionary psychologists claim that politics rather than science
dominates current conceptions of rape:
 “ For 25 years, attempts to prevent rape have not only failed to be informed
by evolutionary theory: they have been based on explanations designed to
make ideological statements rather than be consistent with scientific
knowledge of behaviour”  (Thornhill 2000).9

 
 What evolutionary psychologists say
 
 Sexual selection has sometimes given rise to different mating strategies in
males and females. In many species males are often perceived as more
eager to mate and less discriminating than females, who are expected to be
choosy. Most evolutionary psychologists think humans fit into this category.
 
 Evolutionary psychologists suggest that it might sometimes be
advantageous for males to be sexually coercive.  A coercive male may
succeed in the competition for mates by forcing mating even if he loses in
male-male competition for females or is not chosen as a mate by a female.
Such a male must balance the chances of a successful fertilisation against
the risks, which in a human context could involve punishment, retribution,
prison or even death. Here rape is regarded as a male adaptation because
it bypasses any female choice and allows males to achieve some
reproductive success.
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 Male Deprivation Hypothesis
 
 One theory that tries to explain the occurrence of rape is the “Male
Deprivation Hypothesis”.10 This is the idea that rape evolved to increase the
reproductive success of men who would otherwise have little sexual access
to women. This hypothesis suggests that males who lack resources, status
and or access to females resort to rape and thereby reproduce.
 
 A study of adolescent male sexual criminals by Figueredo11 supports this
proposition as they found a correlation between males who had raped and
their backgrounds of repeated frustration, failed romantic relationships and
low socio-economic status. Many rapists also had psycho-social disorders.
However, this study cannot be regarded as providing conclusive support for
the hypothesis, as rape is not restricted to these groups of men; moreover,
these men also committed other types of crimes.
 
 If the male deprivation hypothesis is correct, victim preference would be
expected to show a pattern of rape being committed against women at their
peak of fertility. The graph below suggests that most rape victims are indeed
young women and not girls or older women.

 

 Most rape victims are within the fertile age group. Adapted from information in Thornhill, R. and
 Palmer, C. T. 2000 A Natural History of Rape: Biological Bases of Sexual Coercion, MIT Press

 
 However the fact that young girls, old women and males are also raped
suggests that that the male deprivation hypothesis may not provide a
complete explanation for human rape.
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 Much of the work carried out in this area, including that of Thornhill and
Palmer, is highly controversial. Evolutionary biologist, Jerry Coyne, quoted in
Evolution Gender and Rape, describes Thornhill and Palmer’s research as:
 “utterly lacking in sound scientific grounding,” “an embarrassment to the
field,” and “useless and unscientific”.12

 
 The following comparative case studies show purported cases of rape in
the animal kingdom.  Points for discussion include:
• Are they really examples of rape?
• Can we make meaningful comparisons between humans and animals?
• Are the primate examples more valid than the others?
• Why is this approach politically controversial?
• What are the costs to the rapist (i.e. penalties of getting caught)

measured against the benefits (e.g. opportunities to reproduce)?
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Case Study 1. Scorpion flies

Male scorpion flies use genital claspers and a clamp located just above
their abdomen to force themselves on females. Although the genital
claspers are also used in fighting the notal organ is only used for forced
copulation and appears to have no other function. In an experiment where
notal organs were rendered inoperable, by using beeswax, the males were
unable to use forced copulation.

Enforced copulation appears to be a case of conflict between the sexes. The
female loses because she gains no food for her eggs and has no choice
with whom she mates, while the male potentially benefits because he
avoids the risky business of foraging for food. Scorpion flies feed on insects
in spider’s webs and can get caught on the web themselves. 65% of adults
die in this way. Males don’t always use the forced copulation strategy
because it is associated with a low success rate for producing viable
offspring compared with copulation that follows courtship.13

Case Study 2. Lesser Snow Geese

Two main mating strategies are observed in
some species of male scorpion flies. The first is
to offer a nuptial gift (a dead insect), which the
female feeds on during copulation and which
she turns into eggs. Females approach the
males with gifts and fly away from those not
bearing gifts. Males that do not gain access to
females appear to adopt an alternative strategy
of forced copulation.

Male lesser snow geese appear to
be prolific ‘rapists’. Unlike mating,
forced copulation attempts never
take place in water. The female is
pushed to the ground and
mounted as the male tries to slip
his tail under his victim’s tail and
access the cloaca. The male is
usually a neighbour. The absent
‘husband’ may be ‘raping’ another
female himself or watching
another ‘rape’ take place. There
can be up to 80 spectators at a
‘rape’ scene and ‘gang rape’ is a
common consequence of this.1
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Case Study 3. Primates

Violence during courting and mating is rare in primates. It has been
observed that low-ranking common chimpanzees try to lure females into the
forest away from the higher-ranking males. If the female is unwilling to go
the male may force her to do so using considerable aggression, including
displays and actual attacks. In wild chimpanzee populations, most
copulations by sub-adult males and nearly half of all other copulations occur
after the female’s fierce resistance. Females generally forage away from
other group members and this may explain their vulnerability. Their
reluctance to mate could be because an ill-timed pregnancy could lead to a
premature birth or interfere with raising offspring or because they wish to
have more control over who fathers their offspring.14
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7(b) Human Behaviour: Homosexuality
Animal Behaviour: Same Sex Pairing

Background notes

Homosexuality is another controversial subject and many researchers
dispute, or take offence to, evolutionary explanations. Current estimates are
that about 2% of the male human population and 0.2% of the female
population are exclusively gay. However, up to 9% of men and up to 4% of
women have had some same sex sexual experience.15 Studies comparing
rates of concordant homosexuality in identical twins and fraternal twins
suggest that there may be a genetic propensity to homosexuality (see
below). If, as seems likely, homosexuals have fewer offspring than
heterosexuals, how can genes for homosexuality be favoured by natural
selection?

What the evolutionary psychologists say

Barrett et al.16 point to a number of evolutionary explanations for
homosexuality. One explanation is known as the ‘parental manipulation
hypothesis’.  This posits that children are manipulated by parents to forgo
reproduction, become homosexual, and assist the offspring of relatives.
Conceivably it may benefit the parents with a large number of sons if the
younger males are either celibate or homosexual, and facilitate the
reproduction of the other children. Research loosely consistent with this
hypothesis shows that the likelihood that a male will develop as a
homosexual increases with the number of older brothers in his family.17

A related idea is that genes for homosexuality could spread through ‘kin
selection’, if homosexuals are more likely than heterosexuals to help raise
their relatives’ children, and if those relatives carry copies of genes
sometimes expressed in homosexuality. This idea was brought to
prominence by biologist Edward Wilson (1975):
“the homosexual members of primitive societies may have functioned as
helpers….Freed from the special obligations of parental duties, they could
have operated with special efficiency in assisting close relatives. Genes
favouring homosexuality could then be sustained at a high equilibrium level
by kin selection alone.”18

However a recent study found no evidence that homosexuals invested more
in their relatives than heterosexuals.19

A third hypothesis is the ‘dominance failure hypothesis’.20 Low-ranking
males may struggle to find female partners and consequently develop a
homosexual orientation. According to this explanation, homosexuality is not
an adaptation in an evolutionary sense as it proves no reproductive
advantage.  However, such liaisons could be seen as the result of an
evolutionary pressure for males to seek multiple sexual partners.
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This explanation was proposed by Symons (1979),21 who suggests that,
although not necessarily advancing their genetic interests, homosexuals
are expressing the proximate mechanisms that motivate males to try to
obtain high numbers of matings. Here the desire for lots of sexual partners
is regarded as an adaptation, while homosexuality is assumed to be a non-
adaptive side-effect of this desire. Matt Ridley (1993) states that prior to
AIDS, male homosexuals were more promiscuous than male
heterosexuals. This is supported by Douglas Symons who cites the findings
of a Kinsey Institute Study which found that 75% of gay men had more than
one hundred partners and 25% had more than one thousand to support this
view. In contrast to this, lesbians on average have fewer than 10 partners
and are less likely to indulge in casual sex with strangers than homosexual
males (Symons 1979). Infidelity is recognised to be a greater problem in
male homosexual relationships, whereas lesbian relationships are usually
long term and with little risk of infidelity. Symons argues that, on average,
male homosexuals have more sexual partners than male heterosexuals
and female homosexuals because they are acting out male tendencies
unfettered by those of women.22

However, a non-evolutionary alternative explanation is that human social
and cognitive processes could account for such behaviour. Perhaps we
choose our sexual preference and override any biological tendencies.

Evidence for a genetic basis for homosexuality
Genetic evidence for homosexuality includes that from genetic analyses and
twin studies.
• A gay gene?
 Hamer et al. (1993) studied 40 families in which there were two gay
brothers to explore a genetic basis to homosexuality using linkage
analyses.  They found that 64% of the pairs of brothers shared a region of
the X chromosome called Xq28, which Hamer et al. suggested might
indicate a gene for homosexuality on the X chromosome.  Note, clearly not
all of the pairs possessed this marker.
• Twin Studies
In a number of studies of MZ twins, one of whom is known to be
homosexual, concordance for sexual orientation with the second twin has
consistently ranged from 50-65%. Among DZ twins this figure is around
28%. This could support the idea that human sexuality is influenced in part
by genes.23

The twin data would seem to suggest that there may be genes that
predispose individuals towards homosexuality. This is consistent with the
hypothesis that homosexual behaviour has been selected for because it
confers some evolutionary advantage. However, there is not 100%
concordance between the MZ twins, therefore this could only infer a genetic
predisposition towards homosexuality and equally could be interpreted to
provide support for environmental factors. It could be that the difference
between MZ and DZ twins is due to shared environments, as MZ twins may
experience a more similar environment than DZ twins. Rosenweig et al.
(1996) point out not all MZ twins have the same orientation.
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Case Study 1. ‘Lesbian’ gulls.

There are even reports of female-female pairs courting each other, although
some scientists question the reliability of these reports and challenge their
interpretation. It is often the case that in these gull populations there are
more females than males.

Both females in the ‘lesbian’ pair lay eggs and consequently they commonly
produce ‘supernormal’ clutches of five or six eggs. As many as 20% of
these eggs are fertile, which shows that the females are sometimes mating
with males. Although both fertility and chick survival are reduced, relative to
mixed-sex pairs, ‘lesbian’ couples do achieve measurable reproductive
success compared with not reproducing at all.

The graph shows the relative success of chicks from super clutches (which may belong to
female-female pairs) compared with normal clutches (probably belonging to heterosexual mating
pairs). Hatching success was lower in supernormal than normal clutches.24
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In some normally
monogamous gulls, long-term
female to female relationships
have been observed. Indeed,
frequencies of female couples
have been reported that exceed
estimates for our own society,
in excess of 10% of breeding
pairs. The female-female pairs
displayed similar behaviour to
that of heterosexual pairs in that
they built a nest, alternated
sitting on the nest and stayed
paired for consecutive
seasons.
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Case Study 2. Bonobo chimpanzees

Bonobo chimpanzees live in large social groups in which sexual behaviour
appears to function to promote social harmony. In fact Robin Dunbar states
“they’ll have sex with anyone, never mind the sex or age…Where we bring
chocolates and flowers, they groom and kiss instead.”25 As a result, bonobo
society is noticeably more peaceful than that of their closest kin, the
common chimpanzee.

Among bonobos male to male pairings account for as much as 50% of all
sexual activity. Females especially engage in repeated acts of same-sex
sex, spending far more that the 12 or so seconds the whole transaction can
take when a male is involved!26 Further observations of genito-genital (G-G)
rubbing in female to female pairs have been provided by Frans de Waal.27

Other examples:

Bruce Bagemihl. Biological Exuberance:
Animal Homosexuality and Natural Diversity (1999)

Bagemihl has been researching animal ‘homosexuality’ for over 10 years.
Using secondary data and interviews with scientists he has found same sex
pairings documented in more than 450 different species. These include:

 
• Same-sex dolphin pairs seem to engage in face-to-face sexual

encounters and males appear to mount each other.
 
• Humboldt penguins may have same-sex unions lasting up to six years.
 
• Male greylag geese may stay paired for 15 years.

• Male giraffes practice necking,
they entwine their bodies until
both partners appear to become
sexually aroused.
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Discussion points

Laland & Brown (2002) use male to male mounting behaviour in monkeys
to illustrate the problem of drawing assumptions about human behaviour on
the basis of superficial comparisons with animals. They assert that
Bagemihl (1999) misinterprets male – male mounting as ‘homosexual’
behaviour. In fact, Dixson (1998), one of the world’s leading authorities on
primate sexual behaviour, maintains that there is little evidence that male to
male mounting in non-human primates and homosexuality in men share
identical proximate causation, lifetime development, function or evolutionary
history. In non-human primates same sex mounting appears to play a role
in social interactions and displays of dominance rather than providing a
measure of sexual preference. In this case, in spite of superficial
similarities of activity, the causes of these behaviour patterns are almost
certainly different for humans and other primates. This raises the question,
do animals in same sex pairs come together for the same reasons as gay
humans?
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7(c) Animal Behaviour: Extra-Pair Copulation
Human Behaviour: Adultery

Background notes

It is difficult to measure the exact extent of adultery in human relationships.
The very nature of the subject is secretive and there is a social stigma
attached to the activity, which would have implications for any attempt to
quantify it. It has been mooted that as many as 20% of British children are
offspring of males other than their assumed fathers!28 The data for this
study was from a small and self-selected sample, which may mean it is
biased.  Another study conducted in Switzerland tested a more
representative group of 1600 children and found that less than 1.4% of them
were not their assumed father’s biological children.29

According to Murdock, human mating strategies across the 849 societies he
studied fall into three recognised categories; 30

Polygyny (one male with more than one female) is found in 83% of
societies;
Monogamy (one male with one female) is found in 16% of societies;
Polyandry (one female with more than one male) is found in less than 1% of
societies.

It seems that our western concept of monogamy is not the norm at all. This
begs questions about whether polygamous relationships are more natural.
Moreover, monogamy may not be as exclusive as it seems to be. Divorce
statistics show that many cases are based on the adulterous actions of one
of the pair. Many divorcees remarry, which suggests more a pattern of serial
monogamy.

What evolutionary psychologists say

It is easy to conceive of how the tendency for individuals of both sexes to
seek extra-marital relationships might have been favoured by natural
selection. Such relationships allow males the opportunity to have sex with
other females and potentially thereby to increase the number of their
surviving offspring. Human females are sometimes portrayed by
evolutionary psychologists as passive monogamy seeking nest builders.
However, women may be drawn to mate with fit, strong, powerful or wealthy
men who express ‘good genes’ that their offspring would inherit. Partners of
infertile individuals would be able to mate and produce offspring.

Extra-pair copulation does occur in animals, as seen in the following
examples, but does this imply that adultery in humans is natural?
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Case study 1.  Fairy-wrens: the extreme in extra-pair copulation!

The splendid and superb fairy-wrens are co-operative breeders. In a single
territory there is usually a single breeding pair, typically older and brighter
than other group members, and a few helpers, most of which are male.
Until recently, it was assumed that the primary male and female were the
sole breeders in the group.

                                                                                In both species of birds the majority of offspring are not sired by the resident
male.31

Case study 2.  Bank Swallows

Bank swallows are described as highly ‘monogamous’ and nest in colonies
of hundreds, sometimes thousands, of birds. A male may encounter
females ready to lay eggs at any time. The result is an extraordinary mate-
guarding behaviour. For approximately one week prior to egg laying the
male follows his mate on every one of her flights from the burrow. However,
once her last egg is deposited he ceases to follow her and starts to follow
other females on flights, preferring females who will soon lay eggs. These
females are usually accompanied by their mates who may attack him. So
whilst his mate is fertile the male follows her slavishly but when she isn’t he
turns his attention to other fertile females. These flights continue even
though they rarely give rise to copulation attempts and even more rarely to
actual copulations.32

Case study 3.  Primates

Adult gibbons live as separate monogamous male-female pairs and defend
territories from other pairs. Extra-pair sex is rare in gibbons. Male and
female gibbons are monomorphic for body size, which might suggest little
or no intra-sexual competition.33 However, male and female gibbons can be
colour dimorphic. Conversely, female baboons and chimpanzees are
known to mate with several males, sometimes in quick succession.34

Extra-pair Copulation in Fairy-Wrens
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However, Brooker et
al. (1990) reported
that the majority of
young splendid fairy-
wren birds hatched in
a given territory are
not sired by the
resident top male, nor
even by any male
within the social unit.
A similar pattern was
reported by Mulder et
al. (1994) in the
superb fairy-wren.1
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Discussion point

In 1981, primatologist Sarah Hrdy published The Woman that Never
Evolved, in which she pointed out that the view of women and other female
primates as sexually and socially passive animals was just not backed up
by the available evidence. Hrdy demonstrated how female primates have
strategies of their own and that the social relations of female primates have
a great influence on the dynamics of social groups. Hrdy argues that the
notion of females as coy nest-builders is an outcome of social systems that
emerged with the advent of agriculture, and is not an evolved strategy.
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7(d) Human Behaviour: Female Promiscuity
Animal Behaviour: Sperm Competition

Background notes

In many species females mate with a number of males which could give
them the opportunity to ‘choose’ one male’s sperm over another’s to fertilize
their eggs. Birkhead puts forward the argument that human females are
naturally promiscuous.35 This is a controversial topic because in western
society it has typically been assumed that females are passive or
monogamous and that males are ‘naturally’ promiscuous. However, a
number of articles and books have recently been published36 which provide
evidence for the hypothesis that females are naturally promiscuous, and
knowledge has come to light of other societies in which women have
several sexual partners. Further, the belief that females are sexually passive
can be regarded as a male strategy to ensure paternity.37 In western
cultures there has been a marked change in social expectations of sexual
behaviour amongst females. The sexual revolution in the 1960’s, coupled
with the impact of feminism, has meant that notions of female chastity and
the virgin bride are becoming the exceptions in female sexual behaviour as
opposed to the norm. The new ‘ladette’ phenomenon is certainly a break
with such conventions.

What evolutionary psychologists say

Biological evidence for sperm competition comes from the size of male
testes. It is well-established, across many animals including primates, that
males of those species in which females have many sexual partners have
relatively large testes, compared with those species in which females have
a single partner. If females mate with many males those males that
produce proportionately more sperm might have a better chance of being
the father than males that produce only a small number of sperm. This
would suggest that male sperm are indeed in competition. Evolutionary
psychologists point out that, compared with monogamous gorillas, humans
have relatively large testes while, compared with polyandrous chimpanzees,
humans have relatively small testes. They have interpreted this as indicating
that our ancestors were mildly polyandrous, and that weak sperm
competition may be operating in human societies. However, relative to
primates of their body size, human males have small testicles (Harvey &
Harcourt, 1984). Even if humans don’t have sperm competition there may be
alternative benefits to female promiscuity.
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Benefits of  Promiscuity to Females38

Genetic benefits Direct benefits

• Insurance against genetic
incompatibility

• Good genes acquired through sperm
competition

• Genetic variety among offspring

• Acquisition of resources from mating
partners

• Acquisition of parental investment
from mating partners

• Reduced risk of infanticide via
confusion of paternity

• Reduced risk of sexual harassment
from non partners
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Case Study 1. Colonial birds

Birkhead and Møller (1992) proposed the hypothesis that pair-bonded
colonial birds should be more likely to engage in frequent copulations than
pairs belonging to a solitary species based on the prediction that there was
a greater likelihood that females of a colonial species will acquire sperm
from several males than females of a solitary species. By copulating with
their partner many times, males monopolise the female, reducing the
opportunity for her to mate with other males, and increasing the number of
their sperm she receives.

Using comparative data taken from 7 case studies of closely related avian
species they found that (i) Pairs of colonial barn swallows copulate three
times as frequently on average as pairs of the solitary red-rumped swallow;
(ii) The same relationship held for all other comparisons between colonial
and solitary members of the same genus. The probability of these results by
chance alone is less than 1 in 100 and Birkhead and Moller concluded that
frequent copulation between male and female partners in birds is indeed an
evolved adaptation to the risk of sperm competition from rival males.39

Case study 2. Pseudoscorpion

Female pseudoscorpions produce more nymphs if they mate with many males.40

The results of laboratory studies with pseudoscorpions have shown that
females who were restricted to a single partner produced fewer nymphs
than females that mated with several males. The reproductive success of
females taken from the field matched that of polyandrous females in the
laboratory, suggesting that females usually mate with several males under
natural conditions.41

Female Psuedoscorpion's 
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Case study 3. Primates

Anatomical evidence from primates supports the link between the size of
their testes and the evolutionary explanation of promiscuity. This explanation
says that males with larger testes, which produce more sperm, can be
found in species with more promiscuous females and so therefore their
sperm may be in competition with that of other males. Greater quantities of
sperm increase the likelihood of their sperm fertilising the egg.

Case Study 4. A moth (Utetheisa ornatrix)

Many females mate more than once, but selectively use the sperm of males
that provide them with large spermatophores, which contain large quantities
of the akaloids used to protect eggs. Mated females measure the mass of
the spermatophores they have received, and then they actively move only the
sperm from large spermatophores to the sperm storage organ for later use
in fertilizing eggs.42

Male chimpanzees have very large
testicles relative to their body size.
This is assumed to be because
each female chimp, in a troop that
includes many males, may mate
with a number of males within one
ovarian cycle, resulting in the
possibility of sperm competition. In
contrast, female gorillas usually
mate only with one male. Males in
this species have the smallest
testes relative to body size of all the
primates.1
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7(e) Human Behaviour: Sexual Jealousy
Animal Behaviour: Mate Guarding and Infanticide

Background notes

Jealousy amongst humans is frequently thought of as being more
prominent among females than males. However, much male behaviour,
such as aggression, as well as social customs and expectations of female
behaviour, can be regarded as a result of male jealousy, or the struggle for
males to ensure paternity of their offspring.

However, when these constraints fail to ensure paternity the last resort is
murder. Indeed the French even have a saying for such a crime – ‘crime
passionelle’. The graph below shows a comparison of the numbers of
murders caused by sexual jealousy in Detroit in 1972. These figures
suggest that jealousy leads more males than females to commit murder.

Males are more likely to be charged with murder than females. Information based on
figures from Detroit 1972 adapted from Diamond J. (1992) The Rise and Fall of the Third
Chimpanzee. Vintage.

The above data are not as reliable as it might seem, since they do not
control for the victim’s sex. An alternative data set is provided by Daly and
Wilson. In a 10 year survey of single-sex murders among Canadian adults,
Daly and Wilson (1988) recorded 2861 male to male cases to 84 female to
female cases, showing the former to be 34 times as frequent as the latter.43

Cross-cultural studies suggest that there are traditional cultural practices
that are akin to mate guarding. Across most cultures there is a preference
for a virgin bride and the ‘white’ wedding is a very familiar concept.
Anthropologists have noted that in some cultures the bride is pre-
pubescent. These practices may indicate an attempt by males to ensure
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paternity of any offspring. Other practices that can be regarded as restricting
female sexual activity are female circumcision, confinement of females,
chaperoning and dress restrictions such as foot binding. Among the Ache, a
group of hunter-gatherers in Paraguay, children who have lost their natural
fathers have a significantly increased risk of dying before the age of 15
years. In most cases this is due to deliberate infanticide by other male
members of the group who do not want to contribute to raising another
male’s offspring.44 The most common method to control a female’s
behaviour is to impose strong social sanctions against female promiscuity
or infidelity. Promiscuous males are rarely perceived in the same negative
light.

What evolutionary psychologists say

Women can be certain that they are the mother of the child to which they give
birth, but men rarely know for sure that they are the father of their partner’s
children. This biological difference may underpin sex difference in how
human think. Amongst our ancestors, males that experienced jealous
emotions when they observed their partner behaving in an overly friendly
manner to a rival male and as a consequence were spurred into action may
have had a selective advantage over males who are indifferent about the
possibilities of being cuckolded or jettisoned. The activities of jealous men
may act to ensure that it is their genes, and not a rival’s, that are passed on.
Evolutionary psychologists think this is why men get jealous and why they
may try to control their partner’s access to other men.

If this reasoning is correct, it suggests that men especially, should prefer a
partner who is sexually faithful so the paternity of any resulting child is
certain. Cross-cultural studies have shown that, whilst both men and
women report similar levels of distress regarding infidelity, when a
distinction is made between sexual and emotional infidelity men report
higher levels of distress with sexual infidelity. This may be because there is
a possibility of uncertain paternity. Females report more distress on
emotional infidelity, consistent with the evolutionary psychologists’
argument that this indicates a lack of commitment to the offspring of the pair
and a possible commitment to children elsewhere, i.e. a conflict of
resources.45

Human strategies to prevent cuckoldry include:46

• Vigilance, e.g. telephoning at unexpected times to see where she is.
• Concealment e.g. not taking their wife to the party.
• Emotional manipulation e.g. he threatens to leave her.
• Derogation of competitors e.g. telling her the other man is stupid.
• Resources display e.g. buying expensive gifts.
• Violence to partner or rival.
 
 Animals have an equally long list of strategies to ensure paternity or that a
male does not invest in another male’s offspring.  These include:
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• Pre- and post-copulation guarding to ensure exclusivity (e.g. by staying in

contact or by following).
• Mating plugs. A plug in the vagina will ensure no other sperm enters the

female post mating.
• Anti-aphrodisiacs secreted into the vagina will ensure she undertakes

no further mating.
• Copulation could be frequent/long so there is no opportunity for others to

mate.
• Infanticide. Killing the infants of a rival ensures all the female’s energy is

directed towards rearing the most recent offspring.

Some of these strategies are illustrated by the following case studies.
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Case Study 1. Lions

Mate guarding occurs in lions. When a female comes into oestrus one male
forms a partnership with her and guards her from mating with other males.
They then copulate frequently for about four days. Other males give way, not
attempting to mate, thus showing respect for his ‘ownership’ of the female.
Fights only occur if ownership appears to be uncertain. If the female already
has cubs, when new males take over the pride, the incoming male may kill
them to bring the female into oestrus, and ensure she concentrates her
efforts on his progeny.47

Case Study 2. Red Deer

to females, and then they will have to ensure that no other males mate with
their females. A male’s reproductive success will depend on his defence of
the harem, and this depends on body size, stamina and fighting ability.48

Red deer are polygynous,
with some dominant
males having large
harems of females. If all
females come into season
at once then it may pay
males to put a lot of their
energy into harem
defence. Male red deer will
first compete with other
males for access
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Case Study 3. Northern elephant seals

Female northern elephant seals haul themselves up onto the beach to have
their pups and mate again for the following season. They are grouped
together and the males fight to defend harems. In any one year a small
number of males will monopolise the breeding ground. A dominant male
only manages to do this for about two years.49

Case Study 4. Dunnocks

Sometimes she ejects a small droplet of fluid (sperm from a male she has
previously mated with) which is the cue for the male to start his own
copulation, which is incredibly brief. In this bizarre ritual he has cleared the
way for his own sperm to be successful.50

Case Study 5. The Bruce effect in mice

After one dominant male mouse has displaced another, exposure to the
odour of the new male’s urine causes the female to reabsorb her foetuses.
This allows the female to become pregnant with the new dominant male’s
offspring and avoids the likelihood of infanticide at a later date when she
has already expended a great deal of energy which would then be wasted.
This is a good example of how the female has evolved a strategy in
response to a male strategy of infanticide.51

Discussion point

While the above cases suggest that some animals behave ‘as if’ they were
jealous, there is no evidence that they experience jealous emotions. So how
do we know that jealousy has evolved?

Dunnocks exhibit cloaca
(excretory cavity) pecking, it
is thought in order to
stimulate the female to
eject other males’ sperm.
The male can be observed
hopping about behind the
female as she quivers her
wings and raises her tail
to expose her cloaca. The
male then pecks at her
cloaca about 30 times.
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8. Glossary

Adaptive behaviour Functional behaviour that increases
reproductive success

Adaptation A character favoured by natural selection
for its effectiveness in a particular role

Anisogamy Condition in which the gametes of a
species differ

Competition Rivalry between individuals for access to
key resources

Cuckoldary The raising of another individual's offspring
Dizygotic twins (DZ) Non-identical twins arising from different

fertilised eggs
Evolution A change over time in the proportion of

individual organisms differing genetically
in one or more traits

Fitness The average contribution of a gene or
genotype to the next generation, compared
with that of other genes or genotypes

Gamete Sex cell (i.e. sperm or egg)
Genetic inheritance Characteristics passed from one
generation

to the next as a consequence of
transmitted genes

Genetic determinism The idea that human nature is genetically
controlled and cannot be changed

Handicap principle The hypothesis that ornamental traits are
favoured as handicaps because they
indicate the carrier has good genes

Hypothalamus Brain region thought to act as a regulator,
controlling body temperature for example

Infanticide The killing of an infant
Intra-sexual selection Competition among one sex (usually

males) for mates
Inter-sexual selection Sexual selection resulting from one sex

choosing another (usually females
choosing males)

Kin selection A form of selection whereby genes differ in
their rate of propagation by influencing the
survival of individuals (kin) who carry the
same genes

Mate choice Choosing a sexual partner
Monogamy Mating system in which one male and one

female are paired
Monozygotic twins (MZ) Identical twins arising from the same

fertilised egg
Naturalistic fallacy The mistaken assumption that because

certain behaviour patterns have evolved
this implies that they are correct or justified
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Natural selection The differential survival and/or reproduction
of classes of individuals that differ in
hereditary characteristics

Oestrus cycle Reproductive cycle occurring in sexually
mature females of some mammals,
associated with changes in sexual
receptivity and ability to conceive

Ovum Female gamete
Progeny Descendants or offspring
Polyandry Mating system where females have more

than one male partner
Polygyny Mating system where males have more

than one female partner
Polygamy Mating system in which the individual of

one sex have more than one partner of the
opposite sex

Reductionism The idea that complex entities can be
reduced to, or fully explained by, the
outcomes of simpler processes or
constituent parts

Reproductive success The number of surviving offspring born to
an individual

Runaway process A form of sexual selection in which trait and
preference co-evolve to become further
elaborated (a possible example is the
peacock's tail and peahen’s preference for
an elaborate train)

Sexual dimorphism A physical difference between the males
and females of a species

Spermatophore A small packet of sperm
Spermatozoon Male gamete
The process of adaptation A process in which an organism’s

characters are favoured by natural
selection for their effectiveness in a
particular role leading to a match with
features of the environment

Variation Differences between individuals
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